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ZOOM STUDIO EQUIPMENT SET UP 
Randy Hale - Workshop Instructor

I had a pretty limited budget to work with, but knew I somehow needed to put 
something together quickly this past summer. Due to Covid cancellations of most of 
my income this year, I was working with a very limited budget.   
 
I knew I needed to solve the following: 

An ability to suspend a camera overhead to shoot down onto my work surface as I 
painted

I thought I needed a second camera that would be at eye level to capture my face as I 
was talking

I knew I needed good lighting from the front, but positioned to either side.


1. I purchased a Logitech C922X Pro Stream Webcam for $50 
- it proved pretty much useless.  I purchased a lavalier 
mic and a Blue Yeti-type microphone, but have discovered I 
don’t need them (and they present additional & 
unnecessary wiring connections). 

2. I purchased a scissor arm table-clamped webcam mount 
boom by that can swivel as well as go up & down.  
Ultimately THIS has proven to be the best purchase!  $26 
on Amazon 

3. I purchased a complete set (comes as a pair) of 8”x8” LED 
lights with barn door shades, adjustable  white light levels, 
dimmer dial and tripods. Also includes padded carrying 
cases for each light kit. Amazon $162


4. I purchased a 36”w x 24”H fixed (table top) camera mount - 
Amazon, GLIDE GEAR $199. Steel construction with 
multiple fastening points for cameras and accessories - all 
designed to accommodate “Top-Down” shooting. Easy to 
move, adjust.  I ended up NOT using it for the camera 
mount, but DID jury-rig a platform on top for my laptop as 
well as mounts for a couple smaller lights aimed directly 
down onto my  painting surface and palette, as well as 
using it for wire management so nothing is drooping down 
into camera view.


5. I can log into ZOOM with both devices (MacBookPro 
laptop, and my 8+ iPhone). One device needs to be muted 
so sound only goes thru one device - otherwise there is an 
echo’g feedback. 


6. I’ve found the more I work with this setup more, I realize I 
ONLY need to use the iPhone:  camera clarity is great & 
audio is great.   The laptop camera catches my face, but I’m 
always talking while I paint so my eyes are “down” looking 
at palette while I’m mixing or applying paint to the paper - 
so capturing my face is really not all that effective. 

Articulating Scissor Arm camera phone mount 



 

NEWEER LED Light kit - $162 @ Amazon

Glide Gear overhead camera mount 
$199 @ Amazon

NEWEER tripod 
light on left side NEWEER tripod 

light on right side

Detail of table top “overhead” 
camera mount frame that sits 
on my work surface.

My Studio Set-up



 

Several photos of the articulating 
arm phone mount scissor arm 
mount.


This can swivel from left to right, 
as well as easily be moved up and 
down - to zoom in on a detail or 
pan-out to capture a wider shot.


The pressure clip phone mount is 
one of about 3 that I have - any of 
which can screw to the fixed 
overhead camera mount frame or 
the swiveling scissor arm mount. 
They all hold iPhones.

I attach my phone so its camera lense is 
pointing down,  with the screen is facing 
up. That way I can see exactly what is 
being filmed…while I’m painting.The 
phone and screen are literally right in 
front of me so I can see what viewers 
are seeing and can easily make 
adjustments with my free hand to pull 
back, move over my palette, or push it 
down closer to a detail on my painting.


I’ve added a couple smaller LED portable spots 
with pressure clips that are beneath the laptop 
aimed right onto the painting surface so there 
are no shadows.


This is to ensure the color is accurate, eliminate 
shadows, and to enable the viewer to see 
surface sheen that would indicate how wet or 
dry a particular shape might be during the 
course of painting. These additional lights also 
help the viewer see my palette and mixing area 
in greater clarity - color as well as how wet or dry 
I’m mixing to charge my brush.

Demo’g on quarter sheet size 
watercolor paper (11x15)



!  



!  



I thought this demo was only going to be 20 minutes so I 
used contour drawing which is very fast. 
It forces one to look more carefully at the shapes that 
underlie likeness. For quick watercolors, this is the best 
approach to use. 

Begin with far eye and nose shapes. Note that the overall 
slant is oblique, not horizontal. 

!  



Work outward by connecting shapes. Do not think about 
anatomy; 
only uniques shapes that must be carefully copied. 

!  



Note how angle of brows, nose and mouth all share the 
same slightly oblique slant. 
It took 15 minutes to get this far. 

!  



First wet the paper wherever the shadows will be and then 
let the wash of cerulean blue flow freely. 

!  



While still very wet, add quinacridone red and yellow 
ochre.  
Let the washes blend by themselves. Do not scrub. 

Timer goes off at 20 minutes. 

!  



Blend out forehead tones with wet brush to find its half-
tones.  
Add dark eye shapes and scrape into the beard with a 
sharp edge of credit card or fingernail. 
Ultramarine blue and burnt sienna make a great dark. 

!  



Continue painting to the back of the head with Ultramarine 
blue 
and darken against front edge of face. 

!  



Final background washes soften the edges and help the 
head 
to fit into the overall composition of the page. 

!  



On the final seated pose, all I wanted to do was to 
accurately draw Yoni as a shape. There was not enough 
time to do any more so I did not try. Negative shapes 
between figure an chair helped to get the leg shapes and 
angles more accurate. 

!  



!



20 minutes worth of gestures: 

8 - 30 second silhouettes 
3 - 2 minute poses 
2 - 5 minute poses 

When drawing a quick silhouette, I usually look for the 
angle of shoulders vs. angle of hips in relation to the 
various angles of appendages and the negative shapes 
they create. The head is simply represented as an oval. 

 8 - 30 second gesture silhouettes  

!  



After about 20 - 30 seconds, begin adding contour lines 
and cylinders over the flat silhouettes to create dynamic 
three-dimensional forms. 

Do not worry if the silhouettes are not perfectly accurate 
as the contour lines will allow further proportional evolution 
- “a second bite” at the accuracy apple, so to speak. 
Remember to include the speedo and the center lines of 
the front and back views. 

3 - 2 minute poses 
2 - 5 minute poses 

!  



KEN’S DEMO OF YONI 
Portrait pose with 3/4 frontal light coming from above. 
Charcoal and white chalk on middle-toned tan paper 

!  



1. 
Using vine charcoal (because it is easy to erase), draw a 
hand-sized oval (which is nearly life-size) for purposes of 
placement. 
Lightly draw in the horizontal and vertical lines (called “the 
T”) which represent the horizontal line of the eyes (in 
relation to the ear) and the vertical line running through the 
center of the nose and mouth. 
The very prominent shape of the ear was found by looking 
at the negative shape of Yoni’s head in relation to his 
shoulder. 

!  



2. 
Begin with the far side of the head because it’s the most 
crucial part of the head. When adding features, do not 
think of features as things. They are shapes of light and 
dark in relationship to other shapes of light and dark 
(features). 
Work downwards towards the chin while temporarily 
ignoring the other side of the face. 

!  



3. 
Begin massing in the darks of the beard and mustache 
shapes. 

!  



4. 
Now start working on the other side of the face using the 
horizontal lines to keep the feature on both sides leveled 
with each other. 

!  



5. 
After placing the eye and brow, I see that the head is too 
wide, so I rub out the vine charcoal and bring the head in 
about 1/2 inch. This is why, when starting a portrait, do not 
take the oval too seriously. The internal features must first 
be in proper relationship to one another and then the 
outside of the head can be related to them. 

!  



6. 
Still working with vine charcoal, complete the darks of the 
beard, eyes and brows 

!  



7. 
Switch to a medium-soft charcoal pencil which is more 
difficult to erase than vine, but much more permanent and 
precise.  

This is the stage where we begin to refine the shapes of 
the features. 

Use your kneaded eraser in conjunction with the pencil as 
a drawing tool for lifting, shaping and refining details. 

!  



8. 
Time to begin adding white highlights. The whites should 
not touch the charcoal areas directly. The tone of the 
paper acts as a mid-tone transition between the lights and 
darks. 

The brightest bright is on the right side of Yoni’s forehead 
and the tip of his nose. All other lights decrease in 
brightness as they move downYoni’s form, because they 
are further from the light source. 

For the brightest brights, use a soft white pastel and for all 
other lights, the white conte pencil. 

!  



9. 
All upward facing forms such as the area surrounding the 
mouth, catch light but make sure they don’t compete with 
the lights closer to the source. 

!  



10. 
Reshape the whites of the eye but don’t make them too 
bright. 

!  



11. 
Add just a little light to the lower lip which is facing up. 

!  



12. 
Add just a little light to the parts of Yoni’ shoulder and torso 
that face up. 

!  



13. 
Adding white behind Yoni’s distinctive head shape is a 
great way to add more overall interest. 

!  



14. 
Final: 
Note how accents of light and dark lines add more interest 
and create a stronger  overall graphic pattern. 

!  



Well done class! 

Thank you 

!  



!  



Drawing one:  
Find the T of the brows and the space between 
the eyes. 
Find basic angles using mostly straight lines.  

Note that model's head is not perfect 1/3rds 
between hairline, base of nose and base of chin.  
Longest third is from the base of the nose to the 
chin. Make adjustment.  

The head is too narrow at this point but will be 
corrected. Basic proportions are good enough to 
move on to step two. 

Drawing two:  
Mass in the shapes of the shadow and the shapes 
of the light. 

Squint eyes so small shapes disappear with only 
main shapes remaining. 
Be sure all the angles are correct. 
The biggest challenge in this portrait is the odd 
relationship of chin to protruding jaw-line. 

Drawing three: 
This is what it looks like just prior to shading 



!  



Step 1. Lightly shade in the entire shape of the 
shadow keeping it very flat like a wash of 
watercolor. 



!  



Step 2.  
Blend all tones together with the blending stump 
still keeping the shadow very flat.  
(See above: holding it in fingers while shading). 



!  



Step 3.  
Begin adding darker values in the hair and the 
eye.  
This helps to set the overall value range for the 
shadow. 



!  



Step 4. 
Continue darkening everywhere else and lift out 
some lights  
with the kneaded eraser to get details inside the 
shadow (such as eyes).  



!  



Step 5.  
Refine nose shape (darken shadow 
core), delineate lips more carefully  
(see subtle shapes within top lip), lift out slight 
reflected light at the base of the chin. 



!  



Step 6.  
If you wish, add some cross hatching and stroke 
that show the direction of the form. This helps to 
make the drawing more interesting. 
But it’s fine to leave it looking more photographic if 
that’s your personal preference. 

!  



















Some additional tips and notes from the live Zoom Chat 
 
Matthew Bird uses a Canon VIXIA HF R800 ($250) 
ATEM mini switcher by Blackmagic Design 
Software – OBS (open broadcast software); a free download and open source  
 
 
Randy Hale uses a scissor arm boil 
iMovie is an easy editing program 
 
Equipment mentioned by others in the chat / Mic - 
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07P7YQ9ZN/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o01_s00?ie=UTF8&ps
c=1 
 
https://www.amazon.com/Microphone-Condenser-Recording-Streaming-669B/dp/B06XCKGLTP/ 

https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07P7YQ9ZN/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o01_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/gp/product/B07P7YQ9ZN/ref=ppx_yo_dt_b_asin_title_o01_s00?ie=UTF8&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Microphone-Condenser-Recording-Streaming-669B/dp/B06XCKGLTP/
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